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LX Q VIDEO Q Movement

LX 1 VID 1 Preshow

LX 2 house to half, announcement

LX 3 VID 2 Jenna;s first EN

4 girls stumble in
LX 101 jenna start walking in circle

dina follows jenna looking with body
LX 103 jenna en second time, dina looking with body

blonde raises arm, circles around with body crouches 
to ground

LX 105 jenna en third time, stumbles in

girls circle around head

LX 107 jenna en fourth time, stumbles in twice

all four girls circle around head
LX 109 jenna en fitth time running and stumbling in
LX 111 jenna en 6 time running stumble more running

LX 113
jenna en 7th time running, partners with jade, runs off

LX 

115/117/

119

jenna en 8th time running, partners with blonde, runs 
off

LX 120 VID 3

jenna en 9th time, partners with dina, CALL WHEN 
SCANNER IS OFF SCREEN, 2 STROBES MORE AND 
CALL

jenna and dina circle around head body

jenna captian morgan dina

dina  piggyback jenna

jenna lunge
LX 122.5 VID 4 jenna runs off in direction, hits USL

4 girls spin

VID 6 MAKES CONTACT WITH 

PARTNER 2X STOPS
jenna re en to partner with dina, shake hands

dina flinges jenna

jenna and dina courch arm

jenna and dina heads up fall again

jenna and dina foot to foot,
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jenna and dina rise, head control

jenna and dina head control to arm touching

jenna and dina hold hands
LX 125 VID 8 jenna and dina release hands, jenna falls

jenna moves jade, moves sarah, cross offstage

jenna brings in group from us L

girls come in wotwards SR

jenna ex

girls partner

sarah and jade partner, ten ex

2 sets of partners onstage

1 groupd of partners to ground

1 group of partners spread apart

that group comes back together slowly

that group pulls across stage

other group travels hotizonal across stage R to L

group falls closest upstage

other group comes apart towards other group

switch partners

arms up for one group, leg kick for other group

one to ground

one to ground second time

duets spread apart, kicking

one group to ground, leg assist body, airplane

other group falls

lunges

VID 8.5

slow walk MALLORY AND EMILY: MALLORY FOLLOWS 
EMILY'S HEAD TO GROUND, CUE AT RELEASE

hug arms, switch paternets again
VID 8.6 MADISON AND EMILY HUG  SECOND TIME
WATCH FOR 9 lunges ad staredown

pretty leg up

arms up

last group to DSL to ground
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LX 125.5 VID 9
jenna comes in over them WHEN THEY GO TOWARDS

group crawls

duet still going

duet jump then cross L

duet spread apart

group rolling over each other

duet eye covering

duet leg body assist airplane

duet dina to blonde’s leg

duets created from group that is now up

VIDEO 11  preset 1

jenna walking around girl on floor breaks up CUE 
WHEN GROUP STOPS ACTIVITY ON FLOOR JENNA SIT 
UP

LX 126 VID 12 
jenna breaking up duets WHEN JENNA PASSES 
bryanna on floor AT AIRPLANE

jenna circles around and leaves blond

blonde airplane

jenna ex

two solo begin after jenna ex

jenna runs around and in, anticipate after circle around 
audience

crazy happening

jenna yogaing

jenna soloing all stare
STBY 127 3 girls slowly walk towards jenna

jena up and jump into 3

LX 127

VID PRESET 4 and 12.7 (fade 

out dots)
3 release jenna to fall AT IMPACT

jenna up towards C and falls

all walk over her and past

everyone walking around

sarah towards USR and other slow down
video 13 two catch jenna’s head as she falls

gets up jenna

duets with head catch and fall

others continue to catch head group grows
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jenna catches sarah’s head

group catches jenna’s head and she falls

STB STB
continued walking, jenna left behind as group is to the 
L

LX 130 VID 14
Hallway begins, anticipate jenna budging mallory 10 ft 
apart

Continuing repetition of hallway

LX 140 VID 15
Hallway catches jena and throws her to ground when 
hallway opens upAND SHE HITS THE FLO

All run around as she gets up, push off floor
LX 145 Crazy running

LX 150 VID 17
Slowly stopping to a fast walk jenna crossing in speeds

Jenna walks the fastest

Jenna passes clump

People start to stop

anticipate stop Jenna crosses Dina, then crosses 
Mallory who turns

Jenna turns Sarah

Jenna turns Mallory

Jenna turns Dina

Jenna runs thru group to create partners

VID 18
Jenna weaves through group to edit partners CUE 
WHEN IT SETTLES gets into line

Jenna slows and turns through sarah and jade when 
partners begin to move, mirrors

Jenna walks acros cyc as partners do their mirroring

1 group of Partners to ground

LX 151 VID 18.5

JADE AND SARAHBETWEEN CROSSING OUT OF FIRST 
TWO AND BRYANAN STEPPING OUT BREAK OUT OF 
MIRROR

1 solo of partners, they go to ground, they go back and 
forth between each other and change partners,

LX 155 VID 19
MALLORY ALONE, WHEN SHE THROWS IT SARAH 
AND JADE START

dina has solo, then other partners become active

hand turning thing pattern with elevator begins
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Emily is in center

Dina crosses into CC and partners begin again

Emily only one up

Continue Egyptian spinning

Leg turning  and hip down

All stop for 1 sec at elbows up hands at shoulder

Spinning, leg kicking

Emily still far from group, begins to get closer

VID 20-21 gogo BASED ON 

SARAH
Only 2 are moving, then only 1 is moving DSL go

LX 160 VID 21 Jenna En from USL and goes across cyc
LX 200 VID 21.1 JENNA'S EX 4 COUNTS AFTER

Mallory begins solo DSR

Sarah falls DSL

Other 2 fall

One more falls, Mallory moving into pace

Last one falls, all are down except Mallory still in solo

Mallory trapped foot

Mallory steps over last fallen body

Mallorycrossing to back

Mallory with arm crutch

Mallory arm out towards audience

Mallory moves DSL and goes to knee,

Mallory falls, partner moves

Mallory up, continues with arm holding

Mallory spins, partner moves

LX 205 VID 25
Prtner getting up,SECOND TIME MALLORY MOVES 
FEET ON FLOOR PLANK POSITION

Patner up, Mallory down

Dina and Mallory duet

Mallory and Dina stare at SL for a moment, then Dina 
falls to ground

Mallory and Dina continue solo

Mallory towards CC, rns back, lunches

Dina attacks malory to ground, do same thing to each 
other,
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Ground air for dina and Mallory,

Dina preys on Mallory for a few moments,

Dinna and Mallory level changing,

Mallory arms up after dina is down again

Sudden movement, sudden spinning, dina falls

Mallory falls
lx 210 Blonde and dina and Mallory get up

Malllory money in middle of trio

Trio ehead movement

Mallory down as other 2 of trio stare

Blonde eating Mallory, dina standing

Blonde and dina cross over Mallory

Blonde and dina in duet

Dina leg kicking blonde

Dina and blonde end duet, walk around SR towards 
back

VID  preset 7
Emily rolls up as duet approaches, becomes trioFall 
into a line, circle each other

Level changing in trio, fall into another line and go 
towards audience

DINA gets up and starts DOING THE V

Sarah starts and joins trio

Jade up
VID 26 Trio elbow elbow move

Two trios

Both sets of trios on ground

First trip separates

Blonde in middle

Only one trio onstage now

Hands up, blonde down

Emily En from USL going towards CC, other member of 
trio leaves

STBY Dina leaves

LX 211 VID 27
Becomes emily and bryanna duet aggressive anticipate 
AS DINA STARTS TO LEAVE THEM

Bry and em karate grapple each other
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Bry and em back to back and head twined on ground

Feet coming forward

Kick up

Emily runs around
LX 212 VID 29 Madison en and becomes trio

Emily kick up when 2 are on ground

Emily and bry movement

Bry spins,  at triplet
LX 216 Jenna and dina enter 

Dina grab jenna head collide

Jenna and dina hand hold

Jenna up and spin and down

Jenna and dina feet touch

Jenna and dina up

Jenna and dina shoulder
LX 220 Jenna runs away and dina goes towards trio

Emily en

Becomes 2 duets

One duet is spreading apart

Other duet comes between

Sarah spins

Duet brings together

One duet is jumping and other is floor head crunching

Bryanna up others hllywood down

Dina handstand WARN

LX 225 VID 30
Duet stays still, dina gets up and brings in byanna hea 
hypno right as anticipate covering of eyes

Dina head hypno bry

Mallory runs in and activates Emily

Mallory head hypno bry

Other head hypno sarah?

Trio head hypnoing goes off

Duet head hypno left on stage

Bryanna and mallory head hypnoing

mallory covering bry’s eyes
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Bry breaks away

Bry head hypnos Mallory

Duet falls to ground, other duet runs in from DSL

Jenna and dina running around other duet still head 
hypnoing

Other duet ex DSR, next duet EN DSL

Third duet en DSR

3 duets head hypnoing

1 duet leaves and returns DSR

LOOK IF 

AUTOFOL

LOW IS 

DONE

blonde steps over Emily, they ex DSL

sarah leaves
LX 227.5 VID 31 jenna and dina en 8 COUNT THEN CALL

jade and Mallory and bry US still standing

Dina arms over blinding jenna
LX228 34 Jenna breaks free from Dina AT OPEN

Jenna awakens, jenna solo

Jenna scissor jump

Jenna roll

Jenna freaking out on ground

Jenna triple scissor jumps

Jenna towards dina and crosses her and activates
VID 36 Jenna activates 2 DS

230 Line begins

Up down stage

3 fall
STBY 1 falls

1 gets up as one falls

235 VID 37.5 take preset 8
Emily is US standing as others ex TAKE OUT AFTER 2 
SCANS AFTER EX

  LX 300 39 after a min of Light paint
Mallory’s elbow moves up while she is on ground USC

Bry’s elbow coming up with mallory to form M

Other pulses up

mallory and bry getting up
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mallory and bry arming

Bry scratching

Mallory kicks, bry crosses RS

Other comes up Ving floor Mallory down bry going 
across

Bry crosses Emily and activates her

Bry falls

Emily falls

Mall falls

Dina crouching up

Em and bry get up

Dina gets up lunging

2 duets begin

gun shooping? Or slapping
302 41 Emily runs across and falls AT IMPACT 

Oters join in

Slap shooting

Emil spin US

3 girls fall

3 more fall
LX 310 42 one more falls SR

only two left standing

Stare down bry and Mallory

Corssing towards each other meeting CC

Head hypno begins CC

Spin with Mallory having control over bry’s leg

Mallory and bry head pause

Mallory and bry duet

Bry wins over Mallory

Bry spinning towards ground

Bry solor

Bry spins towards goround CC and activates Mallory

Mallory solo,goes to ground to sit

Activates bry who activates Emily and Dina

LX 315 42.5
Becomes sets of duets on groundish NEW PARTNERS 
"slapping?"
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L duet to ground, one duet standing at SR

Standing duet rolls to ground as other laying duet 
argues

42.6 Emily breaks free and falls towards CC AT IMPACT

LX 325 

WAIT 

UNTIL 

LASSO 

VISUAL

All on ground

LX326 VID 43.5 Jenna en running SR and activates whole group

Jenna ex

Shiver through group as they get up

Hold shiver freeze

Bry activates spin with 3ish others

Spinning activates group of 3 hand over head

Becomes foursome and threesome

Triplet shivers

4some stop in yogaing towards SR

triplet stops a bit

4some yogas other way

4some falls

triplet ne more more
stby triplet falls

all on ground
LX 335 Mallory rises, arms uping

Emily gets up, duet with Mallory
VID 45 Mallory and Emily run SL to 2 girls and begin CPR

A few pulses, then Mallory and Emily jump up and 
break free

Emily and Mallory arm spinny, then go to behind 
respective partners

Emily leg kick up, both Emily and malllory fall to 
ground

Emily and Mallory elbow crawl across and downstage

Emily and mall get up, hands to hips
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VID 46 PRE STAR
Emily and mal get up, create A, activate and bring up 
CPR partners

go to preset 9 Others activeate selves and go to SR
LX 337 VID 47 Jenna en SL

Bully jenna with arm slapping

Jenna in corner being still

Group self CPR backing up TEN ROUNDS ISH?

warn for vid 48 once vid 48 

has taken wait 2 sec take 

preset 10

Group slows down on the CPR,

LX 340 VID 48 Jenna runs through and breaks up group

First two fall, others follow suit

Jenna breaks entire group, everyon eon ground

One rolls, other rolls

Jenna activates few, rolling on ground

Jenna soloing around circle, activating randomly

Emily pushes and slides  noticeably US

Jenna Egyptian dance DSL

More flipping girls over
vid 50.5 Jenna tumbles

2 others begin to knee dance with jenna

1 other gets up

rest of girls knee dance
LX 341 one girl gets up and begins making a round US

other girls get up and create circleing

all except jenna are circling

all go to SR

all in line except jenna, line going towards USL

pause in line for moment, then 2 closest girls break into 
dance

2 girls out of line partnering

one girl on ground, oher checks for life

2 girls come up

head hypno dnace

jenna stil solo while duet goes

jenna fals to ground, still going.

Duet activates others in line
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One falls, gets up

Whole group activated,

Starts walking in circle going DSL to DSR

Group goes over to jenna and tramples her

Jenna gets up after group leaves

Group returns and jenna budges dina
345 52 Begin hallway JENNA BUDGES DINA

Jenna pushing through continuous hallway

Group reaches  US corner, jenna breaks free and runs 
around group

350 52.5
Group is scattered, 2 STRUGGLES LEFT of jenna's 
struggle

53 line formed remind dan 

to flash on and off with 

music

Line going us and ds

Line stops, bry keeps going, bry takes line back

Line stops, jenna and dina keep going, jenna and dina 
take line back

2 are offset in line, line stops and keeps going

jenna goes all the way to back, line is stped, comes back 
and activates line (3x)

54 line stops at cyc, OVER AT LAST OF JENNA'S JOIN
400 60 bo
401 CURTAIN
402 BO
403 HOUSE


